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A B S T R A C T

Blockchain is a technology that has desirable features of decentralization, autonomy, integrity, immutability,
verification, fault-tolerance, anonymity, auditability, and transparency. In this paper, we first carry out a deeper
survey about blockchain technology, especially its history, consensus algorithms' quantitative comparisons, de-
tails of cryptography in terms of public key cryptography, Zero-Knowledge Proofs, and hash functions used in the
blockchain, and the comprehensive list of blockchain applications. Further, the security of blockchain itself is a
focus in this paper. In particular, we assess the blockchain security from risk analysis to derive comprehensive
blockchain security risk categories, analyze the real attacks and bugs against blockchain, and summarize the
recently developed security measures on blockchain. Finally, the challenges and research trends are presented to
achieve more scalable and securer blockchain systems for the massive deployments.
1. Introduction

In blockchain, data are kept in a distributed ledger. It is the block-
chain technology to provide integrity and availability that allows par-
ticipants in the blockchain network to write, read, and verify transactions
recorded in a distributed ledger. However, it does not allow the deletion
and modification operations on the transactions and other information
stored on its ledger. The blockchain system is supported and secured by
cryptographic primitives and protocols, e.g., digital signatures, hash
functions, etc. These primitives guarantee the transactions that are
recorded into the ledger are integrity-protected, authenticity-verified,
and non-repudiated. Further, as a distributed network, to allow the entire
set of participants to agree on a unified record, the blockchain technology
also needs a consensus protocol, which is essentially a set of rules to be
followed by every participant, in order to achieve a globally unified view.

In a trustless environment, blockchain provides users with desirable
features of decentralization, autonomy, integrity, immutability, verifica-
tion, fault-tolerance, attracted great academic and industrial attention in
the recent few years, anonymity, auditability, and transparency [1–3].
With these advanced features, blockchain technology has attracted great
academic and industrial attention in the recent few years.

To help and benefit someone to understand the blockchain technology
and blockchain security issues, especially for users who use blockchain to
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do the transactions, and for researchers whowill be developing blockchain
technology and addressing blockchain security issues, we put in our effort
and time to conduct the comprehensive survey and analysis on blockchain
technology and its security issues. First, we identify keywords, namely,
blockchain, survey, consensus algorithm, smart contract, risk, and block-
chain security to search publications and information on the Internet.
Second, we survey papers related to blockchain published in top security
conferences and journals, e.g., USENIX Security Symposium, IEEE Sym-
posium on Security and Privacy, IEEE Transactions journals, and so on. In
this way, we have surveyed as many papers as possible so as to overcome
the study and result biases. Our survey paper presents the comprehensive
findings from other research work.

The main contributions of our survey include: 1) We compare various
consensus algorithms with detailed analysis and numerical figures and
present the cryptography fundamentals of blockchain; 2) We present the
rich information about the smart contract and its security; 3) We explore
the widely used applications of blockchain technology, including but not
limited to different cryptocurrencies; 4) We conduct a comprehensive
analysis on the security risks, real attacks, bugs, root causes, and recent
security measures on blockchain itself; Last but not least, 5) The chal-
lenges and research trends are summarized and presented in this paper
for the further efforts to develop the blockchain technology for the
massive deployments.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
overview. Section 3 describes the blockchain technology in detail,
including consensus algorithms, smart contracts, and cryptography for
blockchain, while the comprehensive blockchain applications are pre-
sented in Section 4. The security risks and real attacks on blockchain are
presented in Section 5, and security measures are described in Section 6.
Section 7 analyses the challenges and the research trends for blockchain.
Section 8 summarizes the related survey work to show our contribution.
Finally, Section 9 concludes our work.

2. Overview of blockchain history

In 1982, Chaum was the first known person to propose a blockchain-
like protocol in his Ph.D. thesis [4]. In 1991, Haber and Stornetta
described a secured chain of blocks cryptographically [5]. In 1993, Bayer
et al. incorporated Merkle trees into the design [6]. In 1998, ‘‘bit
gold’’—a decentralized digital currency mechanism was designed by
Szabo [7]. In 2008, Nakamoto introduced Bitcoin, electronic cash with a
purely peer-to-peer network [8]. It was also in 2008 that the term
blockchain was first introduced as the distributed ledger behind Bitcoin
transactions [9].

In 2013, Buterin proposed Ethereum in his whitepaper [10]. In 2014,
the development of Ethereum was crowdfunded, and on July 30, 2015,
the Ethereum network went live. The emerging of Ethereum implied that
blockchain 2.0 was born because different from all the various block-
chain projects that focused on developing altcoins (other coins which are
similar to Bitcoin), Ethereum enables people to connect through trustless
distributed applications on its own blockchain. In other words, while
Bitcoin is developed for distributed ledger, Ethereum is developed for a
distributed data storage plus smart contracts, which are small computer
programs. Ethereum 2.0 upgrades the Ethereum network which aims to
boost the speed, scalability, efficiency, and security of the network. The
upgrades have 3 phases crossing from 2020 to 2022.

In 2015, the Linux Foundation announced the Hyperledger project,
which is open-source software for blockchains. With the aim of building
enterprise blockchain, Hyperledger blockchain frameworks are different
from Bitcoin and Ethereum. Under Hyperledger, there are eight block-
chain frameworks, including Hyperledger Besu, Hyperledger Fabric,
Hyperledger Indy, Hyperledger Sawtooth, Hyperledger Burrow, Hyper-
ledger Iroha, Hyperledger Grid, and Hyperledger Labs, five Hyperledger
tools, including Hyperledger Avalon, Hyperledger Cactus, Heperledger
Caliper, Hyperledger Cello, and Hyperledger Explorer, and four libraries,
including Hyperledger Aries, Hyperledger Quilt, Hyperledger Transact,
and Hyperledger URSA [11].

The history of blockchain is summarized in Fig. 1. Bitcoin and
Ethereum are public blockchains since anyone can participate in their
blockchain networks, which are also called permissionless blockchains.
The various Hyperledger blockchain networks are private blockchains
since the participants are needed to be verified first before joining the
network, which are also called permissioned blockchains.
Fig. 1. History of blockchain.
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3. Blockchain Technology

3.1. Consensus algorithms

As one of the desired blockchain features, anonymity also poses a
problem when it comes to trust. How can it be 100% ensured that
anonymous users are honest when they add transactions to a ledger? The
answer is to validate every transaction to be legal (not malicious, double-
spending, etc.) and then put the transactions into a block. The agreement
of adding a block to the blockchain is through consensus algorithms.
These consensus algorithms take advantage of the fact that the majority
of users on a blockchain have a common interest in keeping the block-
chain honest. A blockchain system uses a consensus algorithm to build its
trust and properly stores the transactions on the blocks. Thus, consensus
algorithms can be considered the heart of all transactions of blockchains.

A consensus protocol is essentially a set of rules to be followed by
every participant. As a distributed technology without a universal trust,
blockchain needs a distributed consensus mechanism for all participants
to agree on the blockchain's current state. The blockchain's consensus is
based on scarcity that controlling more of a scarce resource gives more
control over the blockchain's operation. A number of unique consensus
mechanisms have been designed for blockchains, which include Proof of
Work (PoW) [8], Prof of State (PoS) [12], Delegated Proof of State (DPoS)
[13], Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) [14], Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (PBFT) [15], Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [16,17], Proof of
Authority (PoA) [18], Tendermint [19], Ripple [20], Scalable Byzantine
Consensus Protocol (SCP) [21], Proof of Bandwidth (PoB) [22],
Proof-of-Importance (PoI) [23], Proof of Burn [24], Proof of Capacity
[25], depending on their unique requirements.

Based on algorithms that appeared in other survey work [2,3,26–32],
PoW, PoS, DPoS, and PBFT are the most common consensus algorithms.
DAG is the most different from other consensus algorithms. PoET is
developed by Intel Corporation and used in Hyperledger Sawtooth. Thus,
these six consensus algorithms are further described below.

Proof of Work (PoW). PoW selects a problem that can only be solved
by guessing. For example, when it is time to create and validate a full
block, the problem is to guess a nonce value such that when using the
transaction data and the nonce value as inputs for a hash function, its
hash output needs to match the difficulty, e.g., beginning with four
leading zeros. Every node (also called mining node) on the network is
now guessing different nonce values randomly until one node first hap-
pens to find the nonce value that matches the difficulty. So a mining node
has to spend a lot of computational resources on it (hence called “work”)
and solves the problem faster than others in order to succeed in creating a
block to link to the blockchain, and obtain an incentive mining reward,
which is often cryptocurrency. On the other hand, hash functions are
important as one cryptographic puzzle at the center of the PoW consensus
algorithm. The Bitcoin network adopts the cryptographic hash function
SHA-256 [8]. We will talk more about the hash function in the following
section. Bitcoin and Ethereum public blockchains use PoW as their
consensus algorithm. A big issue with the PoW consensus process is that
it requires a lot of time and electricity to complete.

Proof of Stake (PoS). PoS [12,33] is the second most prominent
consensus method and requires fewer computations for mining than
PoW. PoS solves time and electricity consumption problems that PoW has
because the electricity requirement is associated with miners finding a
nonce and this process needs to take some time. PoS has nodes to put up a
stake to be chosen as the next block creator. When a block is chosen, the
creator will receive the transaction fees associated with that block. If a
block winner attempts to add an invalid block, he/she will lose his/her
stake. In its first phase of the Ethereum 2.0 upgrade, the blockchain
“world computers” switch from PoW to PoS consensus algorithm.

Delegated Proof-of-Stake (DPoS). In DPoS, all token holders can
vote for a number of delegates and can also delegate to other users with
their voting power. The more tokens that the token holder has, the more
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voting power the token holder has. Then the delegates are responsible for
validating transactions and blocks to secure the network [13]. Unlike the
most computing power in PoW or the most tokens in PoS, token holders
in DPoS are allowed to vote on who to mine new blocks and reward only
the best miners. EOS is one of the blockchain systems to use the DPoS
algorithm [34].

Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET). Intel Corporation developed PoET to
enable a different way to determine a winner to mine a block [14]. In
PoET, each potential validation node requests a random waiting time
which is generated on a trusted computing platform, e.g., Intel's SGX.
After waiting for the assigned time, the first node that finished waiting
time is the validation winner and is able to add the new block. The
trusted computing platform enables every node to have a chance to be the
winner [35].

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (BFT) is to solve a famous general problem that some
generals are dishonest but needs to reach a correct consensus. PBFT is
a consensus algorithm that optimizes BFT [16]. In PBFT, as long as
the malicious or hostile nodes are less than one third of all the nodes
in the blockchain system, the blockchain system will come to agree
on the blockchain's current state. The more nodes in the blockchain
system, the securer the blockchain is. Hyperledger Fabric currently
uses PBFT.

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). DAGs [17] are made up of vertices
and the edges (the lines connecting them), which is different from other
Table 1
Comparison of consensus algorithms [13,37–40].

PoW PoS DPoS

Setup Public permissionless/
Private blockchain

Public permissionless/
Private blockchain

Public/Private
blockchain

Cost of entry and
returns

Relatively high cost of
entry, but high returns

Low cost of entry, but
low returns

Lower cost and l
returns than Po

Incentives The winning miner
receives new coins
with the block &
transaction fees in the
block he/she validates

The winner receives
transaction fees with the
new block. If a block
winner attempts to add
an invalid block, he/she
loses his/her stake

The threat of lo
reputation & in
provides an
incentive for
delegates to act
honestly and ke
the network sec

Finality Probabilistic Probabilistic Probabilistic
Scalability in
network

High Medium Medium

Energy
efficiency

Very low (energy
intensive
computations, e.g.,
Bitcoin consumes
around 121.36
terawatt-hours (TWh)
a year)

High High (no miner
required)

Majority or 51%
attack

The number of
malicious nodes >25%
of all nodes for attack

Reduced 51% attack
probability

Easier to organi
51% attack if
delegates comb
their power

Susceptible to
Sybil attack

No Yes Yes

Examples Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Litecoin, Monero,
Dash, Zcash, Decred,
and more

Ethereum 2.0,
Cardano,
Polkadot
BlackCoin, and Peercoin.

EOS, BitShares,
Steem, Ark, Nan
Cardano, and T

Transactions per
second (TPS)

Bitcoin: 7 maximum
27

Ethereum: 15 EOS: 3996
BitShares: 3300

Block
confirmation
time (s)

Bitcoin: 6000
Litecoin: 150

Ethereum: 15 EOS: 0.5
BitShares: 3

3

consensus algorithms. The vertices and the edges are directed because
they head in one direction and they are acyclic because the vertices do
not loop back on themselves. Each vertex in the structure represents a
transaction. There is no notion of blocks here, and mining is not required
to add transactions. Instead of gathering transactions into blocks, each
transaction is built on top of another. Still, there is a small PoW operation
that is done when a node submits a transaction. This ensures that the
network is not being spammed and also validates previous transactions.
IOTA [36] adopts the DAG consensus algorithm.

The comparisons of these six consensus algorithms are listed in
Table 1. We compare them in as many details and as much quantitative as
possible.

3.2. Smart contract

The smart contract makes another beautiful part of blockchain that
blockchain not only provides a distributed, unchangeable record of all
the different events that have occurred, but also allows to write very non-
subjective computer code that defines exactly how that process is going
to be managed and what steps are going to be taken when that event
occurs. One goal of the smart contract proposed in Ethereumwas to break
the limitations of Bitcoin. The smart contract is about computer code that
is written to respond to certain types of significant events. The smart
contract does not have to involve two or more parties and does not have
to be legally binding [41].
PoET PBFT DAG

Private
permissioned/
permissionless
blockchain

Private permissioned
blockchain

Public permissioned
non-blockchain

ower
S

Very low cost of
entry, but low
returns

All participate with no
return

All participate with no
return

ss of
come

ep
ure

The winning miner
receives the
transaction fees with
the new block he/
she validates.

Nil Nil

Probabilistic Immediate Probabilistic
Medium Low (quickly grow into a

huge communication cost
as the amount of nodes
scales upwards)

High

s High Medium (Some PBFT
systems use PoW to
prevent Sybil attack, but
only after a set number of
blocks (i.e., 100) and not
for every block)

Medium (A small PoW
operation when a node
submits a transaction to
ensure the network is not
being spammed and also
validates previous
transactions)

ze a

ine

Reduced 51% attack
probability

The number of malicious
nodes > one third of all
nodes for attack

Not tested at scale

No Yes No

Lisk,
o,
ezos.

Hyperledger
Sawtooth

Hyperledger Fabric,
Zilliqa

IOTA

Hyperledger
Sawtooth: 2300

Hyperledger Fabric:
approximately 3500

IOTA: 250
IOTA Pollen V0.2.2:
>1000

No actual time is
found

In seconds' level (No
actual time is found)

120
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Smart Contract also known as chaincode [41]:

� Program rules and decision points into blockchain transactions and
processes.

� Automate transactions and ensure they are all following the same
rules.

� Run on the blockchain.

The smart contract will revolutionize how we do business and is the
keystone for the enterprise blockchain applications. Anyone can develop
smart contracts without the need for intermediaries. The smart contract
provides autonomy, efficiency, accuracy, and cost-saving.
3.3. Cryptography for blockchain

Blockchain creates a layer of trust between untrusted parties to enable
secure and trusted records and transactions to occur. Without blockchain
to create trusted records and transactions, a third-party intermediary is
necessary. blockchain uses cryptography and collaboration to create that
trust and as a result, it eliminates the need for a centralized institution to
act as an intermediary. Information on the blockchain is stored on the
ledger using cryptography.

Blockchain makes use of some cryptography building blocks as below
[41]:

� Public Key Cryptography: Be used for digital signatures and
encryption.

� Zero-Knowledge Proof: Demonstrate the knowledge of a secret
without revealing it.

� Hash Functions: One-way pseudo-random mathematical functions.
Merkle trees adopted the hash function to form one component of the
block header.

Public key cryptography. It is used to prove that a transaction was
created by the right person. In blockchain, the private key is kept in a
digital wallet, either a hardware wallet (a physical device to store the
private key) or any software wallet (e.g., a desktop wallet app, mobile
wallet app, or web-wallet). A user accesses its private key to sign amessage
called a digital signature that will be transmitted to the blockchain, and its
public key is to confirm that the message actually did come from the user.
For example, in Fig. 2, the user hashes its transaction data into hash value 1
and then signs on the hash value 1 with its private key to generate the
digital signature. The user then sends its digital signature together with its
transaction data to the blockchain network. The miner uses the user's
public key to decrypt the received digital signature to obtain hash value A,
and the miner also hashes the received transaction data to obtain another
hash value B. Then the miner checks if hash value A equals hash value B or
not. If they are equal, the miner verifies the user's transaction.

Since the private key is only securely kept by its owner, the corre-
sponding digital signature makes sure the authorship of the transaction.
The algorithm enables the digital signature on every transaction
depending on the individual private key of each user. The pair of public
key and private key fits into blockchain as a backbone of blockchain and
they are used to sign and verify transactions that the user makes.
Fig. 2. Digital signature and hash used in blockchain transactions.
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Both Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric use digital signatures on
transactions and blocks to confirm the identity of the creator and that the
signed data has not been modified since signing. The Elliptic Curve
Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) is widely adopted to create a pair of
public key and private key.

The public key of a user can be logically selected as an identity of the
user since knowledge of a public key is necessary for the verification of
digital signatures. It is used in the blockchain as a method for managing
users' identities without revealing real-world identities.

Zero-Knowledge Proofs. One of the primary use cases for Zero-
Knowledge Proofs in blockchain is shown in the following. When a
user makes a request to send another user some money, the blockchain
naturally wants to make sure, before it commits this transaction, that the
user who is sending money has enough money to send. However, the
blockchain does not really need to know or care who is spending the
money, or howmuch total money he/she has. In this case, the blockchain
has zero knowledge about who the user is sending the money to and how
much money the user has.

Zero-knowledge proofs are a cryptographic principle used in some
blockchains to increase the privacy of users. Currently, Ethereum does
not have support for zero-knowledge proofs, but adding the necessary
functionality for zkSNARKS, a type of zero-knowledge proof, is currently
included in the Ethereum development roadmap.

Hash Functions. Hash functions are a key technology used in the
blockchain. A hash function is a mathematical equation with five
important properties for cryptography:

� Fixed size. Hash functions can take anything as an input and create
an output with a fixed size. This makes it possible to condense any-
thing into a piece of data of a fixed size. So blockchains use hash
functions to condense messages for digital signatures.

� Preimage resistance. Given an input, it is not hard to calculate a
hash output. However, given the hash output, it is mathematically
impossible to reverse-engineer the original input. In fact, the only
possible way is to randomly input the data into the hash function until
the same output is produced.

� 2nd preimage resistance. If an input and its hash output are given,
getting the second input that produces the same hash output is
computationally infeasible.

� Collision resistance. Finding any two distinct inputs is computa-
tionally infeasible to produce the same hash output.

� Big change. If any single bit of the input is changed, it will produce
an entirely different hash output.

Fig. 3 shows that the cryptographic hash function provides a way to
link all blocks on the blockchain together. On the block level, the hash of
the previous Block i–2 header is stored in Block i–1, the hash of the
previous Block i–1 header is stored in Block i, the hash of the previous
Block i header is stored in Block iþ1, and so on.

Within a block, there are multiple transactions. Blockchain also
hashes every transaction and for a Merkle Tee at the bottom part of Fig. 3
and the Merkle Root is stored in the block header. In this way, blockchain
creates a distributed ledger that is immutable, secure, and extremely
trustworthy. If any block or any transaction or information on that block
is modified, no matter how small, it will be discovered immediately and
the link between that block and all subsequent blocks will be broken.

P2PKH address. Besides the blockchain connection structure, Merkle
Tree, and the PoW mining algorithm mentioned in the previous session,
cryptographic hash functions are also used in Bitcoin pay to public key
hash (P2PKH) addresses [42]. Hash functions and public key cryptog-
raphy are used to create the P2PKH address for the Bitcoin user to send
and receive funds (Fig. 4). Due to the one-way function, it is impossible to
reverse engineering from the address to its public key and private key.

The length of a key is not changed. The size of a private key is 32
bytes, and the size of a public key is 65 bytes (or 33 bytes for a com-
pressed public key). The size of the P2PKH address is 20 bytes.



Fig. 4. Public key cryptography and hash function for Bitcoin address.

Fig. 5. Blockchain applications.
Fig. 3. Blockchain connection structure and a Merkle tree with hash function.
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4. Blockchain Applications

From the survey, the applications of blockchain include crypto-
currency, finance (stock exchange, financial services, P2P financial
market, crowdfunding, etc.), Internet-of-Things (IoT) (safety and privacy,
e-business, etc.), reputation system (web community, academics, etc.),
security and privacy (security enhancement, risk management, privacy
protection, etc.) [3], healthcare, insurance, copyright protection, energy,
society applications (blockchain music, blockchain government), adver-
tising [43], defense, mobile applications, supply chain, automotive [28],
agricultural sector [44], identity management, voting, education, law
and enforcement, asset tracking [45], digital records, intrusion detection
[46], digital ownership management, property title registries, and so on.
Fig. 5 illustrates the spiral increasing applications of blockchain tech-
nology. It is expected that more andmore use cases of blockchain systems
are emerging.

In the following sub-sessions, cryptocurrency as the first application,
supply chain as a widely used case, and Smart Dubai Office as the first
whole government service application are selected for further informa-
tion to be presented.
4.1. Cryptocurrencies

The first cryptocurrency is Bitcoin, which was announced in 2008 and
launched in 2009. The maximum number of Bitcoin is 21 million BTC.
Once one mining node (miner) finds a nonce value that matches the
difficulty and succeeds in having a block accepted, the miner obtains a
transaction fee (24 USD and 31 USD) and a mining reward of 6.25 BTC at
this moment. For every 210,000 blocks (roughly every 4 years), the
mining reward gets cut in half. Currently, just under 90% of BTC has been
mined. After Bitcoin, the market cap of Ethereum (ETH) is roughly 19%
5

of Bitcoin's size and ranks as the second-largest cryptocurrency currently.
Cryptoslate lists 2403 top cryptocurrencies by market capitalization in its
coin rankings [47]. Among them, 7 cryptocurrencies that are mentioned
as consensus use examples in the previous session are shown in Table 2.

Pros of cryptocurrencies include:

� Cryptocurrencies are good use cases for blockchain which make full
use of the advanced features of blockchain.

� Payments go directly from one person to another.
� The processing fee is tiny.
� There are no delays and no limits for sending money.

Cons of cryptocurrencies include:

� There is no control, which may incur the black money.
� It may suffer a security attack and lose the digital assets.
� Government regulations are lacking, and some policies may be
launched to manage or control cryptocurrencies.

� Some comments say that it is highly risky and speculative to invest in
cryptocurrencies. For example, Tesla alerted investors about the
volatility of Bitcoin's price in its SEC filing [49].

4.2. Supply chains

Blockchain technology offers distributed ledgers that create a per-
manent and shared record of every transaction. All recorded transactions
are visible to authorized participants, traceable within the ledger,
immutable and irrevocable, which prompt the increasing usage of
blockchains for data sharing in supply chains. For example, IBM has
released permissioned blockchain-based data sharing solutions for sup-
ply chains with a particular focus on logistics [3]; and the cold-chain
logistics solution from VeChain uses blockchain to track and monitor
the logistic information for transparent, regulated, secure, and reliable
data sharing [4]. In Makerchain [50], twinning unique chemical signa-
ture data to blockchain is presented as an anti-counterfeiting method.

In addition, various blockchain technologies have been presented to
enhance the security, transparency, and traceability of the supply chain.
In Ref. [51], blockchain technology is used to secure smart
manufacturing in industry 4.0 which addresses cybersecurity issues in
the manufacturing systems. In Ref. [52], blockchain is used to achieve
sustainability from the manufacturing system perspective and the



Table 2
Cryptocurrencies [48].

Launched
Year

Launched
Price

Unit Price on Jan
1, 2021 (USD)

Unit Price on Feb
27, 2021 (USD)

Market capitalization on
Feb 27, 2021 (USD)

Mined
Numbers

Total Number

Bitcoin (BTC) 2009 0.0008 USD 28,994.01 47,781.33 890.6 billion near 90% 21,000,000
Ethereum
(ETH)

2014 Presale: 0.30 USD
Homestead
launched: 12.50
USD

737.71 1502 172.5 billion 114.84 M Currently no implemented hard
cap, & limited to 18 million per
year

Cardano
(ADA)

2017 0.019 EUR 0.31 1.36 43.4 billion around 71% 45,000,000,000

Polkadot
(DOT)

2020 1.2 USD 9.12 33.64 30.7 billion 1,049,328,830 Does not have a maximum supply

Litecoin
(LTC)

2011 4.3 USD 124.67 176.31 11.8 billion around 79% 84,000,000

Bitcoin Cash
(BCH)

2017 543 USD below 400 501.3 9.4 billion near 89% 21,000,000

EOS 2017 2.29 USD 2.5975 3.68 3.5 billion near 93% 1,027,393,754
IOTA 2016 Unknown 0.2969 1.1532 3.2 billion 2,779,530,283 2,779,530,283
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product lifecycle management perspective. ManuChain [53] based on a
permissioned blockchain network is presented to get rid of unbal-
ance/inconsistency between holistic planning and local execution in
individualized manufacturing systems.

4.3. Smart Dubai Office

Dubai is investing in the Smart Dubai Office and implementing
blockchain technology to transform government from a service provider
to a service enabler on a city-wide scale. It is funding blockchain
implementation at many levels.

� Government services are implemented with blockchain technology.
� Empower startups and businesses to create the blockchain industry.
� Set up a pioneer example for the government services built upon
blockchain technology.

5. Security risks and attacks with blockchain

As blockchain is decentralized without engaging any third party and
needs to ensure trust in the trustless infrastructure, security on block-
chain itself is worthy to conduct the research. This section will focus on
security risks on blockchain technology, and a survey of real attacks and
bugs on blockchain systems.
Table 3
Top 10 web application security risks on blockchain technology [54].

Top 10 Web Application Security
Risks

Assess on blockchain Technology An

Injection Poor input sanitization in blockchain technology Bef
EO

Broken Authentication A large attack surface exists without proper
implementation of authentication functionality

The

Sensitive Data Exposure High potential for this vulnerability Vu
inf
dat

XML External Entities (XXE) Not applicable
Broken Access Control One major vulnerability for smart contracts Tw
Security Misconfiguration Affect blockchain security Att

con
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) Affect blockchain in some ways Blo

blo
use

Insecure Deserialization May compromise of blockchain systems If m
vul

Using Components with
Known Vulnerabilities

Very common to reuse code for Ethereum smart
contracts

Mo
vul

Insufficient Logging &
Monitoring

The log owners may un-monitor their logs Ma
bei
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5.1. Security risks on blockchain

Top 10 Web Application Security Risks listed by the OWASP Top 10
are analyzed and assessed on blockchain technology [54], and its
assessment results are summarized in Table 3. The OWASP Top 10 is a
widely known document about top critical security risks in web appli-
cations, and blockchain technology faces 9 out of the top 10 risks as
shown in Table 3. Thus, the security on blockchain is one of the key
components to the success of blockchain business applications.

One research group surveyed and analyzed the vulnerabilities of
blockchain systems from 2009 to May 2017, and listed nine categories of
blockchain security risks at low level in Table 4 [29].

Another research group presented blockchain security at a higher
level. They pointed out that like traditional computing, the blockchain
also faces the potential attacks of Denial-of-Service (DoS), endpoint se-
curity, intentional misuse, code vulnerabilities, and data protection, but
the details of launching attacks vary [41]. Other than DoS attacks, some
research work also presented BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) hijacks by
manipulating routing advertisements, routing attacks by delaying the
propagation of blocks or isolating some parts of the blockchain network,
eclipse attacks by isolating a victim from the view of the network,
EREBUS attacks by making malicious transit autonomous systems (ASes)
as man-in-the-middle network of Bitcoin nodes to inference the nodes'
decision as a stealthier attack, DNS attacks, and remote side-channel
alysis Examples

ore the EOS mainnet launches, discovered vulnerability of buffer-out-of-bounds write in
S smart contract and the potential to run the malicious smart contract
cryptocurrency LISK is an example of allowing an attack on authentication

lnerable to data mining efforts—mining the public data on blockchain for useful
ormation; Quantum computing will break the public key cryptography used to encrypt
a on the blockchain

o attacks on Parity multi-signature wallets due to access control vulnerabilities
ackers exploited a vulnerability to steal cryptocurrency when Ethereum wallets were
figured to receive external commands from port 8545
ckchain explorers under XSS attack could display untrusted transaction data; Both
ckchain explorers and wallets under XSS attack could allow access to a private key of a
r and control over his/her account
alicious users control transaction data, blockchain systems may be compromised by the
nerable deserialization code
re than 90% of smart contracts in Ethereum did reuse code, and may contain known
nerabilities
y smart contracts lack of monitoring and hackers may exploit their vulnerabilities without
ng detected



Table 4
Blockchain security risk categories at low level in Ref. [29].

S/N Category

1 51% vulnerability
2 Criminal activity
3 Private key security
4 Transaction privacy leakage
5 Double-spending
6 Criminal smart contracts
7 Under-priced operations
8 Smart contract's vulnerabilities
9 Under-optimized smart contract

Table 5
Blockchain security risk categories at high level.

Risk Description

Network Attacks As shown in Table 1, blockchain has a limited number of
transactions per second, DoS attacks may submit more
transactions than the blockchain's capability and cause the
blockchain unavailable.
Besides DoS, BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) attacks, routing
attacks, eclipse attacks, stealthier attacks, DNS attacks, and
remote side-channel attacks are also under this category.

Endpoint Security Endpoints can be heterogeneous which have more options to
exploit the vulnerabilities. Endpoints can be also
homogeneous which a flaw in one system can exist in all
systems.

Intentional
Misuse

As shown in Table 1, the attackers may control more nodes to
launch like 51% type of attacks.

Code
Vulnerabilities

Code vulnerabilities can come from smart contracts that
anyone can write or the underlying platform code. The
vulnerabilities have a wide-reaching impact due to the
distributed network and the code cannot be modified once
deployed. Intentionally write malicious smart contracts.

Data Protection Data protection relies upon the blockchain instead of data
owners to provide data integrity and availability.

Human
Negligence

The log owners may un-monitor their logs.
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attacks. We put those attacks under the network attacks category. Our
paper adds one more risk category of human negligence since human are
a weak point in any system. Table 5 lists six risk categories that may be
exploited by attackers to launch attacks.

Combining Tables 3–5, we come to have the comprehensive view of
security risks on blockchain shown in Table 6. Some other low level se-
curity risks such as wallet security, Sybil attacks, personal key security to
highlight its importance, and liveness attack, balance attack, timejacking
attack, finney attack, race attack, and SelfHolding attack which we put
under the intentional misuse category are also listed. In Table 6 it is clear
that the code vulnerabilities have the most risk surfaces on blockchain.
Under the code vulnerabilities, we divide codes into core software code
which blockchain 1.0 and 2.0 are built upon, and the smart contract
Table 6
Comprehensive blockchain security risk categories.

C1: Network Attacks C2: Endpoint
Security

C3: Intentional
Misuse

C4: Code Vulnerabil

DoS,
BGP (Border
Gateway
Protocol)
hijacks,
Routing attacks,
Eclipse attack,
Stealthier attacks,
DNS attacks,
Remote
side-channel
attacks

51% vulnerability,
Sybil attacks,
Personal key
security,
Mining malware,
Cryptojacking
Attacks

Injection,
Insecure
Deserialization,
51% vulnerability,
Criminal activity,
Double- spending,
Selfish mining,
Liveness attack,
Balance attack,
Timejacking attack,
Finney attack,
Race attack,
SelfHolding attack

Core software code
Injection, Using Com
Vulnerabilities, Secu
Authentication, Brok
Deserialization, XSS
Double-spending, Pr
Wallet security
Smart contract (blo
Vulnerabilities in sm
contracts, Under-pri
smart contract
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which only exists in blockchain 2.0. Under the core software code, we
highlight the wallet security since quite a number of attacks hack the
wallets.
5.2. Real attacks and bugs on blockchain systems

In this paper, we survey some real attacks and bugs on blockchain
systems to raise awareness of the need for security on blockchain sys-
tems. Users use exchange platforms to make transactions on blockchain,
and on blockchain a private key is kept in a digital wallet. Hence, ex-
change platforms and wallets are parts of blockchain systems.

5.2.1. Core software bug
Occurred in August 2010, the CVE-2010-5139 vulnerability was the

most famous software bug in the Bitcoin network due to an integer
overflow vulnerability in its protocol. Due to this bug, an invalid trans-
action of 0.5 BTC replaced with 184 trillion BTC was added in a normal
block, and it took more than 8 h to resolve this problem [55]. In addition,
when the version of Bitcoin upgraded from v0.7 to v0.8, there was a bug
that a block processed in v0.8 was not processed in v0.7 because the
database used BerkeleyDB in v0.8 and used LevelDB in v0.7. This bug
caused the 6-h different blockchains to exist on the nodes with v0.8 and
nodes with v0.7 [55].

5.2.2. Attacks related to cryptocurrency exchange platforms
In 2011, attackers took away several thousand BTC from Mt. Gox, a

Tokyo-based Bitcoin exchange, due to deficiencies in network protocols,
and in March 2014, another 650,000 BTC in its online coffers were stolen
by hackers, which caused Mt. Gox to file for bankruptcy, due to a bug in
the Bitcoin software to allow users to modify transaction IDs [56]. In
December 2013, anonymous marketplace Sheep Marketplace had to shut
down after it announced that one site vendor exploited a vulnerability
and stole 5400 BTC [57]. In August 2016, hackers stole 119,756 BTC
from the third-largest Bitcoin exchange, Bitfinex [58]. In July 2020,
hackers hacked Cashaa, a UK-based cryptocurrency exchange, and stole
336þ BTC. In August 2020, hackers attacked a European cryptocurrency
trading platform—2gether's servers and stole away 1.39 million USD
[59].

5.2.3. Attacks with wallets
The user's wallet in the blockchain system stores his/her credentials

and tracks digital assets associated with his/her address, the user cre-
dentials and any other information associated with his/her account.
There have been some attacks in the past 10 years.

� Reported on September 5, 2012, Bitfloor, the fourth largest exchange
dealing in US dollars, announced that hackers had hacked Bitfloor's
server to access an unencrypted backup of the wallet keys and transfer
away 24,000 BTC [60].
ities C5: Data
Protection

C6: Human Negligence

(blockchain 1.0, 2.0):
ponents with Known
rity Misconfiguration, Broken
en Access Control, Insecure
,Transaction privacy leakage,
ivate key security

ckchain 2.0):
art contract, Criminal smart
ced operations, Under-optimized

Sensitive Data
Exposure,
Privacy leakage

Insufficient Logging &
Monitoring, Security
Misconfiguration



Table 7
Attacks, years, categories, exploit values and root causes.

Attack Year
Category

Exploit Value Root Cause

Mt. Gox 2011
C1

Several
thousand BTC

Deficiencies in network
protocols

Bitfloor 2012
C2

24,000 BTC
(250,000
USD)

Bitfloor's server was hacked to
leak an unencrypted backup of
the wallet keys

Instawallet 2013
C4

35,000 BTC Instawallet was hacked

Bitcoin
Foundation

2013
C6

– A generation bug with old
pseudo random number

Sheep
Marketplace

2013
C4

5400 BTC One site vendor exploited a
vulnerability

Mt. Gox 2014
C4

650,000 BTC
(450 million
USD)

A bug in software that allows
users to modify transaction IDs

Dell
SecureWorks

2014
C1

83,000 USD BGP hijack

DAO 2016
C4

50 million
USD

Code weakness: subtle game-
theoretic weaknesses

Bitfinex 2016
C2 & C4

119,756 BTC
(65 million
USD)

Hackers stole BTC.

Ethereum
network

2016
C1 & C4

– DDoS attack: calling
EXTCODESIZE opcode roughly
50,000 times per block

Gold HKG 2017
C4

– A bug with contract code that
reads “¼þ” instead of “þ¼”

Parity Wallet 2017
C4

30 million
USD

Addresses were comprised
(Delegate call þ exposed self-
destruct)

SmartBillions 2017
C4

400 ETH
(120,000
USD)

Broke into smart contract
Broken caching mechanism

Parity Wallet 2017
C4

300 million
USD

An undiscovered bug of not
proper initialization (Delegate
call þ unspecified modifier)

Cryptojacking 2017–2018
C2 & C4

– Hacked and inserted crypto
mining script or cryptojacking
code

PoWH 2018
C4

888 ETH Integer overflow

Spankchain 2018
C4

165.38 ETH Reentrancy attack

IOTA 2019
C2

3.94 million
USD

A phishing attack to collect the
users' privacy keys

IOTA 2020
C4

– Custom-made hash-function
was broken

Cashaa 2020
C2

More than 336
BTC

Suspect a piece of malware was
installed onto the system

2gether 2020
C2

1.3 million
USD

2gether's servers were hacked

Note: C1: network attacks, C2: endpoint security, C3: intentional misuse, C4:
code vulnerabilities, C5: data protection, C6: human negligence; DAO: decen-
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� On April 3, 2013, hackers hacked Instawallet, stole 35,000 BTC, and
caused Instawallet to suspend operation indefinitely [61].

� On August 11, 2013, the Bitcoin Foundation announced that hackers
exploited a generation bug of an old pseudo random number to enable
them to solve the private key and steal balances from users' wallets
[62].

� On both October 23 and October 26, 2013, an Australian Bitcoin bank
was hacked, and all 4100 BTC held by the wallet service stored in the
US server were stolen by hackers [63].

� Due to the multi-signature vulnerability in the Parity Wallet, a hacker
stole 30 M from at least three Ethereum accounts by compromising
their addresses on July 19, 2017 [64]. Unfortunately, the deployed
new version of the Parity Wallet library contract had an undiscovered
bug of not proper initialization at that time and caused another ac-
cident to be triggered on November 6, 2017, and the funds in affected
multi-sig wallets were frozen [65].

5.2.4. Attacks and bugs with smart contract
One real instance of attacks on smart contracts is that when a specific

smart contract DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization) built on
Ethereum for the crowd-based venture capital fund, a hacker exploited its
code weakness and stole more than 50 million USD worth of crypto-
currency reported on June 17, 2016 [66]. A hacker made use of sloppy
smart contract coding to drain the funds in the smart contract [67]. On
June 19, 2016, Vitalik Buterin listed categories of bugs with Ethereum
contracts, including variable/function naming mix-ups, public data that
should not have been public, reentrancy (A calling B calling A), sends
failing due to 2300 gas limit, arrays/loops and gas limits, and subtle
game-theoretic weaknesses [68].

In January 2017, there was Ether.Camp's Hacker Gold HKG in which a
bug was discovered with the contract code that read “¼þ” instead of
“þ¼” [69]. In October 2017, there was a 500,000 USD hack challenge
from SmartBillions, and two hackers hacked and took away 400 ETH
(120,000 USD) before the hackathon was stopped by SmartBillions [70].
In January 2018, a hacker discovered a bug of integer overflow with
smart contracts using in Proof of Weak Hands (PoWH) coin and stole 888
ETH [71]. In October 2018, an attacker launched a reentrancy attack
targeted at smart contracts of Spankchain and drained 165.38 ETH [72].

5.2.5. Network attacks
In August 2014, a research team in Dell SecureWorks Counter Threat

Unit discovered that a BGP hijacker redirected the connections of cryp-
tocurrency miners to a hijacker-controlled mining pool and obtained the
miners' profit of an estimated 83,000 USD within four plus months [73].
In September 2016, a DDoS (Distributed DoS) attack was discovered to
attack the Ethereum network such that an EXTCODESIZE opcode was
called about 50,000 times per block by the attack transactions and hence
greatly slowed down the network [74].

5.2.6. Endpoint attacks
Malware is one of the endpoint attacks. According to the report,

malware infected more than one million computers, which were used by
attackers to mine the 26þ million cryptocurrencies' tokens [75]. Cryp-
tojacking is another endpoint attack, which cryptocurrency is mined in
the web browser of the user while visiting a web. The attackers hacked
and injected crypto mining scripts into Pirate Bay [76], CBS's Showtime
[77] in 2017 and the Indian government web pages [78] in 2018 and
gained the visitors' mining award by using the visitors' computers for
mining. Attackers also injected cryptojacking code into third-party soft-
ware (e.g., Google Tag Manager [79] and WordPress [80] in 2017, and
Drupal [81] in 2018), and advertisements (e.g., YouTube ads [82] in
2018). Cryptojacking was also through 200,000 MikroTik routers infec-
ted by malware [83] in 2018, and corrupted Starbucks caf�e's WiFi [84] at
Buenos Aires in 2017 to let the infected computers mine the
cryptocurrencies.
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5.2.7. Attacks with IOTA
In January 2019, a hacker launched a phishing attack to collect the

users' privacy keys for six months and then stole the users' IOTA worth
3.94 million USD [85]. At the same time, there was a DDoS attack on the
IOTA network such that the IOTA developers were too busy to discover
the hacker's theft activity [85]. In February 2020, to stop an attacker from
stealing funds, the IOTA Foundation had to turn off the coordinator node
for more than 12 days, which was responsible for confirming all trans-
actions. The hackers broke IOTA own designed hash-function and could
forge transactions [86].

Expanding from Hydra [87] and KEVM [88], we summarize attacks,
attack years, categories based on Table 6, exploit values and root causes
in Table 7. The total amount of exploit values at current BTC and ETH
prices is more than 40 billion USD. Thus, the hackers have been and will
continue being incentive to hack the blockchain systems to gain huge
benefits.
tralized autonomous organization; PoWH: Proof of Weak Hands.
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6. Security measures for blockchain

6.1. Security analysis

Smart Contract Bytecode Vulnerability Analysis. In 2016, Oyente
was developed to find potential security bugs in smart contracts [89]. In
2018, Securify was presented as a security analyzer to automatically
prove Ethereum smart contracts as unsafe/safe [90]. In 2018, ZEUS used
symbolic model checking and abstract interpretation to validate the
fairness and confirm the smart contracts' correctness, and about 94.6% of
contracts were evaluated as vulnerable [91]. The well-known smart
contract bytecode vulnerability analysis tools are listed in Table 8. Be-
sides Oyente, Securify, and ZEUS, interested readers may find more
detailed information about the analysis tools via their references.

In Table 8, all tools have detected certain vulnerabilities with a
number of smart contracts, although some tools detect more vulnera-
bilities and/or detect more vulnerable contracts. In other words, the
developers should pay great attention to designing smart contracts
against known or unknown attacks since not all contracts are secure
enough. The other features of individual tools are also listed in the table
so as to facilitate the users to know more about the analysis tools for
smart contracts.

Transactions and Transaction Logs analysis. In 2020, TxSpector
[99] was the first generic framework to perform bytecode-level, logi-
c-driven analysis on Ethereum transactions for attack detection, such as
Reentrancy, UncheckedCall, Suicidal Vulnerability, Timestamp Depen-
dence, Misuse-of-Origin, Failed Send, Mishandled Exception, Unsecured
Balance, and DoS. Based on the transaction logs, an Ever-evolving Game
was presented also in 2020 to analyze attacks in the real world and de-
fenses adopted in the wild [100].

Honeypot Smart Contracts. Instead of exploiting the vulnerabilities of
smart contracts, hackers developed honeypot smart contracts with hidden
traps, and HONEYBADGER was developed in 2019 to analyze more than 2
million smart contracts and identify 690 honeypot smart contracts [101].

Consensus Algorithm Analysis. In 2016, a group of researchers
from ETH Zurich and NEC Laboratories presented a framework to
Table 8
Smart contract bytecode vulnerability analysis tools and feature comparison.

Smart Contract
Analysis Tools

Analysis
Domain

Vulnerabilities
Detected

Oyente [92] Symbolic
execution

Timestamp dependence, transaction-ordering depend
mishandled exceptions, reentrancy

Mythril [93] Symbolic
execution

Integer underflows, owner-overwrite-to-ether-withdr
others

teEther [94] Symbolic
execution

Erroneous visibility, erroneous constructor, semantic
logic flaws, inter-contract exploits

Manticore [95] Symbolic
execution

Unprotected function, integer-overflow, undefined b
misconfiguration, numeric, timing, business logic.

ZEUS [91] Abstract
interpretation

Reentrancy, failed send, unchecked send, integer ove
underflow, transaction state dependency, incorrect l
absence of logic, block state dependency, logically c
unfair, transaction order dependency

MAIAN [96] Symbolic
execution

Entire contract execution traces, i.e., leaky contracts
contracts, suicidal contracts, greedy contracts

Securify [90] Data-flow
analysis

Ether liquidity, unrestricted write, no writes after ca
restricted transfer, mishandled exception, transaction
dependency, unexpected arguments

Vandal [71] Abstract
interpretation

Reentrancy, unsecured balance, use of ORIGIN, dest
contract, unchecked send

MadMax [97] Abstract
interpretation

Unbounded mass operations, integer overflows, non
external calls in wallet griefing, incentive attacks

Osiris [98] Symbolic
execution

Integer bugs: truncation bugs, arithmetic bugs, and s
related bugs

ETHBMC [94] Symbolic
execution

Extract ether, redirect control flow, self-destruct contr
vulnerability, more exploits
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quantitatively analyze the PoW's security and performance [102]. In
2019, Zhang and Preneel evaluated and showed that PoW could not
achieve the ideal chain quality and could not be resistant to attacks of
selfish mining, double-spending, and feather-forking [103].

6.2. Detecting malicious codes & bugs

In 2018, Jiang et al. proposed ContractFuzzer to fuzz smart contracts
to detect vulnerability [104], Liu et al. presented ReGuard of a
fuzzing-based analyzer in their demo paper to automatically detect the
reentrancy bugs of the most common bug type in the smart contracts
[105], and Hydra was developed by Breidenbach et al. to use bug
bounties to enable rewarding of critical bugs and runtime detection [87].
In 2019, EVMFuzzer was proposed to use a differential fuzzing technique
by continuously generating seed contracts as input to the target EVM and
based on the execution results to detect vulnerabilities in the EVM [106].
In 2020, a lightweight test-generation approach—HARVEY was pre-
sented to effectively detect security vulnerabilities and bugs for smart
contracts [107].

6.3. Core software codes security

In 2017, SmartPool as a decentralized mining pool was designed to
prevent the phenomenon that close to 80% of Ethereum's and 95% of Bit-
coin's mining power resided with less than six and ten mining pools,
respectively [108]. In 2019, Drijvers et al. pointed out subtle flawswith the
two-round multi-signature scheme and then proposed mBCJ as a provably
secure yet highly efficient alternative [109]. In 2020, Drijvers et al. pre-
sented Pixel, a pairing-based forward-secure multi-signature scheme,
against posterior corruption attacks [110], and Sun et al. presented
Counter-RAPTOR to mitigate and detect active routing attacks [111].

6.4. Secure smart contract

In 2016, Luu et al. presented methods to enhance Ethereum opera-
tional semantics to reduce the smart contracts' vulnerabilities [92]. In
Number of Smart
Contracts
Analyzed

Number of
Vulnerable Smart
Contracts

Remark

ence, 19, 366 8, 833 The first symbolic execution-
based tool

awal, and Unknown Have, but no given
number

confusion, 38,757 815

ehaviour, 100 Have, but no given
number

rflow/
ogic,
orrect but

22, 493 21, 281 (94.6%) Check smart contracts
written in Solidity against a
user-defined policy

, prodigal 970,898 34,200 Detecting across a long
invocation sequence a smart
contract

lls,
ordering

Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM):
24, 594;
Solidity dataset:
100

6.50% Explore all contract
behaviours

royable 141,000 Have, but no given
number

Convert bytecode to semantic
logic relation

-isolated 6.33 million 5.42% A tool to find gas-based
vulnerabilities

igning- 1.2 million 42,108

act, parity roughly 2.2
million

5905 More precisely reasoning of
EVM internals
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2016, Town Crier was developed to ensure only authenticated data be
input into the smart contracts [112]. In 2018, FSolidMwas presented as a
tool to enable the developers to define secure smart contracts as FSMs
(finite state machines) and enhance security and functionality [113], and
Arbitrum was designed to verify off-chain what a VM would do so as to
improve scalability and privacy [114]. In 2020, a research group from
Korea University described VERISMART to ensure arithmetic safety to
address security concerns of Ethereum smart contracts [115].

6.5. Smart contract verification

In 2018, Amani et al. created a program logic at the bytecode level to
extend an existing EVM formalisation so as to formally verify EVM smart
contracts [116], and a formal modeling approach was proposed by
Abdellatif& Brousmiche to verify the blockchain and users' behavior of the
smart contract [117]. In 2020, Sun& Yu established a framework to verify
the security vulnerabilities of smart contracts, e.g., the Binance Coin (BNB)
contract [118], and Permenev et al. presented VerX to verify the functional
properties of smart contracts on Ethereum automatically [119].

6.6. Privacy preserving

In 2016, Hawk was developed to protect the privacy of transactions
without storing the clear text on the blockchain via a private smart
contract [120]. In 2018, Obscuro was presented to provide a secure and
efficient Bitcoin mixer so that payers and payees could not be linked
together to achieve anonymous payments [121]. In 2019, Ouroboros
Crypsinous was described to analyze the privacy-preserving PoS protocol
[122], and BITE was developed to enable the privacy preserving requests
from light clients [123]. In 2020, Zexe was demonstrated to achieve
privacy-preserving analogues of some popular applications [124]. In
2020, remote side-channel attacks were presented on receiver privacy
[125].

6.7. Monitor and regulations agaist hackers' wallets

Cryptocurrency exchange platforms may lock any funds that were
from the hacked wallet. New regulations on anti-money laundering
(AML) are enforced to make it difficult for hackers to move the funds
[126].

6.8. Hard fork

To respond to the hacking of the DAO, Ethereum was divided into
Ethereum Classic and the new Ethereum. As a hard fork from the original
software, the new Ethereum can protect against further malware attacks.
The Ethereum Classic has tokens called ETC while the new Ethereum has
tokens called ETH. Both the new Ethereum and Ethereum Classic have a
common ancestry prior to Block 1,920,000.

7. Challenges and research trends

There are some existing surveys that have presented the future trends
or scopes for blockchain technology. Blockchain testing, big data ana-
lytics, blockchain applications, smart contracts, stopping the tendency to
centralization, and artificial intelligence are listed by the same research
group in Refs. [3,27]. A hybrid consensus mechanism, more efficient
consensus, code obfuscation, execution trusted computing against pri-
vacy leakage risks, application hardening, and an efficient data cleanup&
detection mechanism are presented in Ref. [29]. A standard testing
mechanism, big data analytics, smart contract development and evalua-
tion are proposed in Ref. [45]. Resolving bugs in blockchain technology,
more use cases and applications, and promoting the awareness of
blockchain technology are described in Ref. [44]. Besides those valid
trends and scopes, this paper would highlight the below challenges and
research trends.
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7.1. Scalability

Scalability on Transactions. In Table 1, the maximum TPS (trans-
actions per second) is from 27 of Bitcoin to EOS of 3996. PoW is capable
of processing anywhere between 10 TPS and 27 TPS worldwide. Ether-
eum 2.0 will upgrade and switch to the more efficient protocol PoS to
make Ethereum more scalable, and will support 1000s of TPS [127]. A
few delegates in EOS that use the DPoS consensus algorithm have the
right to vote and validate blocks, and hence EOS is more centralized and
is easier for some delegates to combine together to launch 51% attacks.
The communication cost in PBFT quickly grows if the number of nodes
increases, and hence it is suitable for private setups without a large
number of nodes, but with many transactions. Currently, Hyperledger
Fabric based on PBFT achieves about 3500 TPS. Hyperledger Sawtooth
based on PoET achieves 2300 TPS.

In 2019, Perun was proposed as an off-chain payment channel system
instead of on-chain transactions to increase TPS [128], and a sidechain
construction was provided for PoS sidechain systems to enable scalability
[129]. In 2020, Yu et al. proposed OHIE as a permissionless protocol to
improve the transaction throughput to 4–10 Mbps [130]. Currently,
Ethereum and Bitcoin process only about 5 KB or 10 TPS on average. So
OHIE can achieve 8000–20,000 TPS. On the other hand, Visa's payment
network can process over 65,000 TPS, as stated in August 2017 [131].
Thus, the scalability of blockchain in terms of TPS in a real distribution
environment is still an outstanding challenge.

Scalability on Chain Data Sharing. The block sizes for Bitcoin,
Bitcoin Cash, and Ethereum are 1 MB, between 8 MB and 32 MB, and
under 60 KB, respectively. IBM blockchain supply chain solutions [132]
and VeChain [133] record the shared data on the blockchain which limit
the scalability of their solutions. A large number of stakeholders may be
involved, and the data that need to be shared among the stakeholders
could be massive and not limited to logistic data. As more stakeholders
join and the shared data grows, the on-chain data sharing system will be
in danger of scalability issues.

To increase the scalability and also take advantage of blockchain
technology, the data can be shared on an off-chain dedicated channel and
the link or even proof of the data sharing can be recorded in the block-
chain for tracing and auditing. Off-chain data sharing solutions require
inter-company channels, which increase the company's burden for
building and maintaining these channels. In addition, these solutions
cannot guarantee the integrity of the data shared by a company. For
example, Company A can tamper with the original data to make the data
meet Company B's specific requirements and then share the data with
Company B. To decrease the burden of the involved companies, the data
can be positioned and shared on a cloud platform. We have proposed one
technology in this area of a blockchain-based access control and data
sharing framework for supply chains, which can be referred to in our
patent filed document [134].

7.2. Securer software codes

From Table 8, we can know that almost every year attacks on software
code and smart contracts have happened. Security is a non-negotiable
aspect of any asset-related software. Smart contract security is a high
requirement because smart contract deals with valuable information,
e.g., cryptocurrencies, tokens, and other digital assets. The transactions
built with smart contracts are irreversible, and the software codes of
smart contracts are very difficult to be modified or patched if a bug is
discovered [135]. A few constraints on smart contracts are in place to
secure the blockchain environment from attackers. Additional to the
accounts and transactions being immutable and secured through the
cryptographically hashed chains, for example, EOS faces the challenge of
securing the smart contract execution to withstand malicious attacks
[136]. In 2020, there is a research work on Flash Boys 2.0 continuing to
show the risks of smart contracts that the arbitrage bots and miners
extractable value of transaction-ordering dependencies in smart
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contracts pose a realistic threat to Ethereum [137]. According to
Ref. [135], it is very hard to assure the security of smart contract code,
and hence guaranteeing the security of smart contracts is one of the
outstanding challenges for blockchain.

7.3. Audit, zero trust & anomaly detection

Smart Contract Audit. Before the deployment of the smart contract,
one further step is to audit the smart contract. In 2018, Erays was pre-
sented to reverse engineering the smart contract into high level pseu-
docode and thenmanually analyze several contract properties [138]. One
of the research trends could be to further develop an audit tool to auto-
matically audit more or all properties of smart contracts.

Zero Trust Network Access for Endpoint Security. Table 7 also
clearly shows the critical importance of endpoint security, including the
server security which needs to safely guard the users' credentials, ensure
the wallet security, harden the server protection, and prevent phishing
attacks, insider attacks, and other unknown attacks. Thus, zero trust
network access that continues authenticating the endpoints is one of the
research trends.

Monitor and Anomaly Detection. Network monitoring and attack/
anomaly detection is a continuous effort for blockchain security. Machine
learning, deep learning, and federate learning on analyzing transactions,
logs, behaviors, and data besides the existing parsing approach [139]
would be one of the research trends to secure the blockchain systems.
ETH-EDS in 2020 used random forest classification to detect eclipse at-
tacks [140], which is one example to use machine learning technology
for attack detection.

7.4. Privacy preserving

With more and more data stored on the blockchain, a concern from
the organization and individuals is privacy leakage. Some techniques of
code obfuscation, homomorphy encryption, trusted executing platform
(e.g., Intel SGX), and smart contract for privacy preserving would be
promising directions.

7.5. Quantum computing impact on blockchain

ECDSA. In ECDSA, used for signing transactions in blockchain, a
public key is calculated from its private key, with a one-way function that
is easy to compute the public key in one direction of Elliptic curve
multiplication, but it is impossible to reverse engineering to do the di-
vision to get the private key because of the hardness of solving mathe-
matical discrete logarithm problems, which assumes that an
astronomical amount of time is required to solve and is hence not prac-
tical. Therefore, the users in blockchain can sign the digital signature
with their private key to show their ownership.

IBM, Intel, Google, Rigetti, D-Wave, IonQ, Microsoft, and major
nation-states are actively involved in research and developing quantum
computing. In 1994, a quantum algorithm published by Shor can break
the security assumptions of the most common algorithms of public key
cryptography [141] and an improved Shor's algorithm is the potential to
break ECDSA [142].

Ethereum developers are testing the new quantum-resistance signa-
ture algorithms, such as XMSS, hash ladder signatures, and SPHINCS, and
the Ethereum 2.0 Serenity update will replace the ECDSA scheme. Post-
quantum algorithms will be still hard problems for quantum computers.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is processing
and standardizing public key cryptographic algorithms with quantum-
resistance. In July 2020, NIST selected 15 algorithms from 26 post-
quantum cryptography algorithms in the second-round list, and now
those 15 algorithms are in the third round of public review [143].

Address. Hash function's preimage resistance makes sure that given
the P2PKH address, it is mathematically impossible to reverse-engineer
its public key. If its public key is unknown, the quantum computer
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cannot derive its private key. However, once any amount of funds is
transferred from a particular P2PKH address, its public key will be dis-
closed to verify its transaction digital signature, and hence its private key
is no longer secure under quantum computing. The worst situation is that
a recipient's public key is directly used as the Bitcoin address called ‘pay
to public key’ (P2PH). An analysis showed that about 25% of all Bitcoins
(over 4 million BTC) have the potential to suffer a quantum attack [144].

The blockchain community shall also address the quantum computing
impact on blockchain. Only post-quantum cryptography is resistant to
quantum attacks. One of the research trends is to investigate how to
apply post-quantum cryptography to building the robust and quantum-
resistant blockchain. It will then have to hard fork the blockchain, e.g.,
blockchain 3.0, which implements the new post-quantum cryptography
protocol and is different from the current blockchain.

7.6. IOTA security

As Bitcoin and Ethereum-based cryptocurrencies encounter the
problems of scalability and transaction fees, IOTA may be a good alter-
native due to its very different nature structure of vertices and edges in
using of DAGs instead blocks þ chain. With Tangle technology, IOTA
claims to be very scalable without a limit and charges zero transaction
fees. However, Tangle technology faces some concerns of not being able
to store the transactions' orders properly [145] and vulnerabilities with
their own designed IOTA hash function called Curl. IOTA needs to
overcome these challenges. When the technology is mature, it will be
expected to widespread adoption in the industry of IoT, a rapidly growing
and huge potential area.

7.7. Regulation and standard issue

First, it is expected that cryptocurrencies are getting popular, which
will create convenience and save the cost for the fund transactions. On
the other hand, it also weakens the countries' financial policies and
control. Second, more international blockchain applications are
emerging. For example, blockchain systems are used to verify the COVID-
19 vaccine injection certificates. Hence, there is a need to have the reg-
ulations and agreements among different countries to mutually accept
the injection certificates stored on the blockchain systems. Third, even
within the same country, multiple parties shall agree to use the block-
chain as a common infrastructure, which could be a big challenge, not to
mention making a common or international standard. Thus, regulation
and standards will be one of the challenges for the massive deployment of
blockchain systems.

8. Related work

There are some survey papers about blockchain. In January 2017,
Sankar et al. described three broad types of blockchains, and analyzed
and compared qualitatively three consensus algorithms, namely Stellar
consensus protocol, Corda, and Hyperledger Fabric [26]. In June 2017,
Zheng et al. surveyed the blockchain architecture, including types of
blockchain, compared consensus algorithms qualitatively, and presented
the vulnerabilities of privacy leakage and selfish mining and migration
solutions [27]. In August 2017, Ji.H. Park and Jo.H. Park surveyed about
blockchain structure and Bitcoin, presented the security challenges
including the majority of attacks (51% attacks), security of the trans-
action, security of software and security of wallet, and adapt blockchain
security to cloud computing [55]. Another work available online in
August 2017 conducted a survey on blockchain security about the se-
curity risks, real attacks, and academic security enhancements till 2017.
In September 2017, Lin and Liao presented security issues of 51% attacks
and some challenges, including fork problem, data synchronization and
confirmation time, regulations, and integration cost problems [2].

In May 2018, a work from Kennesaw State University presented the
use of blockchain and cryptography to ensure data confidentiality,



Table 9
Summaries of various survey works.

Work Blockchain
Category

Consensus Protocols Applications Scalability Blockchain Security Quantum
Computing

Future
Direction

Qualitative
Comparison

Quantitative
Comparison

[26] Yes Yes
[27] Yes Yes Yes Partial Yes
[55] Partial
[2,28] Yes Yes Yes Yes Partial
[3] Yes Yes Partial Yes Yes Partial Yes
[150] Yes
[29] Yes Partial Yes
[30] Yes
[31] Yes Yes Partial Yes Partial
[32] Yes
[45] Yes Yes Partial Yes Yes Yes
[44] Yes Partial Yes
[146] Yes Yes Yes Partial
[147] Yes Partial Partial Yes
[148] Yes Yes Surveyed on vulnerabilities Yes Yes
[149] Yes Yes Yes Examined security in process, data and

infrastructure levels
Yes Yes

This
paper

Yes Yes As many as
possible

Yes Yes Comprehensive blockchain security risk
categories, real attacks, bugs & root causes,
recent security measures

Yes Yes
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authenticity, integrity, and privacy preserving for various blockchain
applications, instead of security on blockchain itself [28]. In October
2018, Zheng et al. conducted a survey on blockchain technology which
included consensus algorithms, applications, challenges on scalability,
privacy leakage, selfish mining, and future directions on blockchain
testing, big data analytics, stopping the tendency to centralization, smart
security analysis, and artificial intelligence [3]. In November 2018,
challenges and security with blockchain were surveyed by Tunisia re-
searchers [146]. In December 2018, Chen et al. surveyed only blockchain
applications in different domains [43].

In August 2019, Monrat et al. conducted a survey on blockchain ar-
chitecture, including transaction process, block structure and character-
istics of blockchain, category of blockchain, consensus procedures,
blockchain applications, trade-offs, and the future scope of blockchain
technology [45]. In November 2019, Dave et al. surveyed the imple-
mentations of blockchain technology in the agricultural sector, education
sector, supply chain management, healthcare industry, etc. [44]. In
March 2020, Aguiar et al. surveyed and used blockchain technology to
boost healthcare security and reliability and enhance patient privacy
[30]. One survey work received in December 2019 and published in April
2020 presented the blockchain technology, applications, and issues
including scalability, nothing-at-stake, etc. [31]. In 2020, Saad et al.
presented a systematical overview of the blockchain attack surface [147].
In January 2021, Berdik et al. presented their survey paper on blockchain
to ensure information integrity and security [32].

There are some survey papers on blockchain security. In 2019, Das-
gupta et al. surveyed the potential vulnerabilities of blockchain and
showed blockchain development trends [148]. In 2020, Leng et al.
examined blockchain security from the process level, the data level, and
the infrastructure level to identify the research gap and suggest future
directions of research in blockchain security [149].

Table 9 summarizes the related survey work and our work in this
paper. It is also clear to show our contributions in this paper. First, we
provide as many quantitative comparisons on consensus algorithms as
possible, while others only provide partial comparisons. Second, the se-
curity of blockchain itself is a focus in this paper, which the majority of
previous surveys only partially presented or did not present, and some
survey papers on blockchain security surveyed the potential vulnerabil-
ities and examined security in the process, data, and infrastructure levels,
respectively. In our paper, we assess the blockchain security from risk
analysis to derive comprehensive blockchain security risk categories,
analyze the real attacks and bugs against blockchain and root causes, and
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present the recently developed security measures on blockchain. Last but
not least, Table 9 shows that other survey papers cover 2 to 7 areas,
respectively, while our work consists more comprehensive survey on 8
areas of blockchain.

9. Conclusion

This paper has first conducted a deeper survey on blockchain tech-
nology in terms of overview, consensus algorithms, smart contracts, and
cryptography for blockchain. It presented the history of blockchain, and
compared the five most common consensus algorithms and one most
different consensus algorithm in as much detail and quantitative as
possible. Public key cryptography, Zero-Knowledge Proof, and hash
functions used in blockchain have been described in detail for integrity,
authentication, nonrepudiation, and payment address required in
blockchain systems. This paper has then listed the comprehensive ap-
plications of blockchain. It has further presented the rich information and
comparisons of eight cryptocurrencies as the first blockchain application,
supply chain as a widely used case, and Smart Dubai Office as the first
whole government service application. Further, the security of block-
chain itself is a focus in this paper. It has described the comprehensive
security risks categories based on the Top 10 Web Application Security
Risks, low level risks, and high level risks. It has surveyed many real
attacks and bugs on blockchain systems and listed out their root causes.
The paper has then presented the security measures in the areas of se-
curity analysis, detecting malicious codes & bugs, software codes secu-
rity, privacy preserving, and so on. Specially, it has presented and
compared eleven smart contract bytecode vulnerability analysis tools.
Finally, the challenges and research trends have been presented to build
more scalable and securer blockchain systems for massive deployments.

We hope that our effort will help someone understand blockchain
technology and blockchain security issues. The users who use blockchain
to do the transactions will pay more attention to the security of block-
chain itself. We also expect that the researchers will benefit from our
study for their further research in developing blockchain technology and
addressing blockchain security issues.
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